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Introduction.
Weak multivalued
dependencies
(WlVDs) mre introduced by Jaeschke ind Scheck in
order to characterize when twc NEST operations on
different
single attributes
muld conmute [JSI.
Thomas extended this result to nesting cn arbitrary
structures and also gave a graph-theoretic
characterization
[Tl.
In this paper we give additional characterizations of WV&.
Ws also give a axiom system for
WMVDSwd prove its completeness. We then extend
results of iJS1 and [Tl to mre than the NESTo@erations and show that the satisfaction
of a certain
set of WVDs yields a reasonably natural horizontal
and vertical
deconqosition of a relation even when
the corresponding regular MVD is not satisfied.
Other applicaticns of WV& are discussed.
Finally,
we contrast 'hMvAs with the degenerate
MVDsof Armstrong ad &lobe1 [ADI 2nd the different version of degenerate MVDsgiven by Kambayashi
ad Yoshikawa [KY]. We also propose an axiomsystern to handle the interactions
between WJDs and
ordinary MVDs, but its completeness has not been
established.
1.

2. WeakMultivalwd
Dependencies. Ws define WVD.5
as a particular
subclass of the template dewdenties (T&l [BV, SUl, FMW and will show this definition equivalent to the one given in IJSI.
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Dsfiniticn
1. Iet U be a set of attributes ad
X, Y, 2 be subsets of U such that 2 = U-Xi'. A
multivalued dependency, written X -w-> Y, is a
plate dependency consisting
of a hypothesis
three rows tl, t2, t3 and a conclusion row t4
that
1.
tgx1 = t.gXl = qx1 = t,rx1
2.
t1 PI = t2ry1
3.
tp
= t3[z1
4.
t4ry1 = t3[Yl
5.
t4rz1 = t2[zl
In tableau form, X w-> Y is the WWD
x

Y-X
y

7,
z

t1:x
t2: x
Y
z'
t3: x
y'
z
t4: x
y'
z'
A relation
(instance) r over U satisfies
X w-> Y
if r satisfies
the TD (tl, t2, t3)/t4 given above.
(In contrast,
the ordinary MVD X ->-> Y would
correspond to ths TD (t2, t3)/t4).
Remark 1. The roles of tl, t2, t3 are not s-tThe tuple tl must satisfy
ric.
tl [Al =t2 [Al v tl [Al =t3 hl
for each attribute
A e U. Then, t2 is the tuple
agreeing with tl on Y ad t3 is the tuple weetig
with tl on 2. Clearly if a relation satisfies
X ->-> Y, then it satisfies X x> Y. The following exarqle shows the ccnverse is not true.
+ This research was partially
Grmt MCS-8115106.
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b2 cl
s4:
a
b2 c2
$5:
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b3 c3
This relation rex satisfies A w-> B, but does
not satisfy A ->-> B. The same is true of the relation consisting only of s1 and 54. Cn the other
hrmd, the relation obtained by deleting s4 from rex
does not satisfy A w-> B since the first three tuples fit the hypothesis of the TU and the deleted
tuple fits the conclusion.
We first give several alternate characteristics
of the notion of a NVU.
Theorem 1. Let U be a relation scheme, X, Y subsets of U, 2 = U-XY, ad let r be a relation over
u. Then the following are eguivalent:
1. X -w-> Y holds in r (i.e., is satisfied by r).
2. let Y(x,z)=lt[Ylj
t e r & t[Xl=x & t[zl=zl.
Then for any tuples tl, t2 e r, if tl KY1 =
t2[XYl then Y(x, tl[Zl)
= Y(x, t2[ZI).
(This is
essentially
the definition
given in [JSI for a
m.1
graph (b&graph)
3. Let G(x) be a bipartite
constructedas
follows:
= It e rl tIX1 = x3 = rx,(r).
a. Letr(x)
b. The first set of nodes of G(x) is IT,(r(x))
and the second set of nodes of G(x) is IIZ(r(x)).
c. The edges of G(x) connect t[Yl to t[Zl for
each t e r(x).
Then for each x f3 IIx(r),
each ccnnected cczr
ponentof G(x) is a ccqlete bigraph (cf. ITI.
4. The relation r cw be partitioned
horizontally
into subrelations r1,r2,...,rn
such that
ri satisfies
the MVUX ->-> Y for lii$;
a.
b.
IIXY(ri)n-IIxy(rj)=8
for l<i<j$;
II,(ri)fl
IIX.3(rj)9
for l<i<j<n.
C.
Proof.
(1 => 2) we have to prove that each element y of
Y(x,tl[Z1)
belongs to Y(x,t2[ZI).
Since y e Y(x,tl[Z1)
we know that r contains a
tuple such that t3Bl=x, t3[Yl=yr and t3[~l=tl [Zl .
Since X w-> Y holds r contains a tuple t4 with
t4[X]=x, t,[Y]=y,
and t4[Zl=t2[Z1.

Hence y S Y(x,t21Z1).
The reverse
inclusion
follows by symnetry.
(2 => 3) This was shown in [T].
(3 => 4) For each x 6? IIX(r) consider the bipartite graph G(x). G(X) has kx connected components,
each being a conplete bigraph.
Let Gi(x) be the i-th connected cmnponent
of
G(x).
We associate with Gi(x) the subrelation
ri(x) consisting of all tuples of the form (x,y,z)
where y ind z are nodes of Gi(x).
By the definition of G(X) and the fact that Gi(x) is a conplete
bigraph we know that ri(x) forms a subrelaticn of r
satisfying the MVDX ->-> Y.
Consider the family of relations
R=lri(x)
1 x S II,(r)
wd l<i<k,].
Clearly R forms a (horizontal)
partition
of r.
Wow consider two different
elements ri(x)
and
rj(x')
of R. If x#x' then conditions 4(b) and 4(c)
are trivially
satisfied.
If x=x' then conditions
4(b) and 4(c) follow from the fact that ri(x) and
rj(x'
1 correspond to two different connected components of G(x).
(4 => 1) Suppose the m
X w-> Y is not satisfied.
Then r contains
tuples of the form
tl=<x,y,z>,
t2=<x,y,z'> and t3=<x,y',z)
but not the
tuple <x,y',z'>.
Let ri be the subrelation containing tl.
Since t2 and t3 have the same XY proit
jection and tl and t3 the sm X2 projection
follows from conditions 4(b) and 4(c) that t2 and
From 4(a) it follows
that
t3 also belong tori.
<x, y',z'> is 211element of ri, hence an element of
r, a ccntradiction.
3.

A Complete Axiom System for Weak MVDs..
We give the following axiom system (really a
set of inference rules) for 5+lVEs. Let U be a set
of attributes and let W,X,Y be subsets of U.
Wl. Reflexivity.
X w-> X.
w2. Transport Rule. IfXw->YandVCX,then
Xw-> Y-VandX-w->
YV.
IfXw->Y,thenXWv>Y.
Augnentation.
w3.
If X w-> Y, then
w4. Conplemsntation.
x w-> u-XY.
The trwsport
rule must be explicitly
stated
here since there is no transitivity
axiom
for
Clearly,
the
addition
of
the
appropriate
WMVDS.
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X = !A S Ultl(Aj=t$A ,I =t3 [Al I
v = XI-X
Y1 =Y(IV
Zl =znv
y2 = Y-Y1
z2 = z-z1
Hence, V=YlY2, Y=YlY2, Z=ZlZ2. Also, Yl,Y2,Zl,Z2
and, X are pairwise disjoint
kxna of them possibly

transitivity
axiom muld yield an axiom system for
MMS equivalent to that in [Bl.
If one compares our axioms with'those
in [Al
one cat see that Arnmtrcng's reflexivity
axiom is
really a blending of the forms of Wl and W2 and his
augmentation axiom is really
a blending of the
forms of W3 and w2. While we have been forced to
state
the transport
rule
explicitly
by the special
characteristics
of Ends we feel that the mderstanding of the axiom systems for functional
dependencies (F&l as given in [Al znd of Mvcs as
given in [BI wuld be sharpened by explicit
use of
the trzmsport rule in these systems.
In the proof of the completeness of Wl through
W4we use teclmigues similar to those in (SUll.

empty).
Since d applied to H yields a tuple t4, we know
from the definition
of the chase that there must
exist in ordering of the tuples tl,t2,t3,
say
t. ,t.
(where (il,i2,i3)
is a permutation of
3 'z 53
the integers 1,2,3) such that
a. if sj and sk agree on an attribute
for lLj<k(3.
?. and t.
ik
3

Lemna 1.
Let D be a set of full
tenplate
dependencies and let d be a full TD. D logically
implies d if and only if chasing the tableau
consisting
of the hypothesis of d causes us to
generate the conclusion t of d.
Proof. This is a special case of a leama in [SUll,
also in (BVI.

b.

(The ordering

Prwf.
FromaxiomW2, wemay assume X/)Y=gwithout loss of generality,
hence X, Y and Z=U-XY
are pairwise disjoint.
The ten@ate dependency d'(sl,s2,s3)/s4
corresponding to X w-> Y has the following format:
x
x
x
x

Y
y
y
y'

A then so do

for

il,i2,i3

could

be determined

explicitly
using the principles of Remark 1 above.)
Hence X CX' ind X'=XV.
For sinplicity
we assume that tl,t2,t3
are in
the desired order.
Then the 'I'D (tl,t2,t3)/t4
has
the following format:
X
t 1:
t2:
t3:
t4:

X
X
X

X

Yl

z1

Y2

z2

y1
y1
Yl

=1
3
3

y2
y2
y'2

22
2'2
=2

y1

3

Y'2

2'2

It follows
from the definition
of KWJk that
(tl,t2,t3)/t4
is equivalent to the family of WCQ
X' v> Y' where
X' is defined as above (i.e., X'=XYlZl=XV)
Y' satisfies
Y2 CY' cu-z2
or Z,CY' CU-Y2
SO what is left
to prove is that each member
X' -w-> Y' of the family of WV& can be inferred
from X -w-> Y using rules W2,W3,W4. By augmenrule W3, we know that X w-> Y -lies
tation,
xv=X'
-w-> Y. By the transport
rule WZ,

2
2
2'
2

s4: x
y'
2'
First, we derive ths following
the tableau H=[tl,t2,t31:

if sj and s4 agree on sn attribute

%. and t4 for lLj<3.
3

of the
Lemma 2. Let H be a tableau consisting
I&X-w->Ybeamandasstrings t1,t2,tg.
sume t4 is generated by applying the TD d oorresponding toX w-> Yonce toH.
Then theTD
(tl,t2,t3)/t4
is equivalent to a family of PNVDs,
each of which can be inferred from X w-> Y using
rules W2,W3, and W4.

sl:
s2:
s3:

A then so do

subsets of U from
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X' w-> Y2 follows since Y1=(Y-Y2) 2X'.
ws have two cases:
Case 1 Y2 c Y' c u-22
Clearly Y'-Y2 C X'.
Thus X' 'w-> Y' follows from
X' w-> Y2 by rule W2.
Case 2 2,CY'
CU-Yl
We apply the complenmntation rule W4 to X' -w-> Y2
and ccnclude that X' -w-> Z2 must hold. Since
Y'-z2 c X', X' -w-> Y' follows using rule W2,
The next lemma shows that different
teract only in a fairly simple way.

has to generate the tuple <x,y',z'>.
Note also
that if d' e D is applicable to H it has to generate the same tuple.
So t4=<x,y',z'>
is the cnly
tuple that can bs generated from H in one step using the dependencies in D.
Thereader cw easilyverify
thatifws
take ar
arbitrary
3-element subset S of H' ad apply D to
this subset that the only tuple we can generate is
the element of H' not belcnging to S. Hence H' is
the chase of H under D:

P&IV& inTheorem 2. Rules Wl, W2, W3, W4 form a ccaplete
axiom system for WMVCs.
imProof. Assume X -w-> Y is a Void d logically
plied by a set D of WV’&. If d is trivial,
i.e.,
Y C X, then it follows from rules Wl and W2. Otherwise, we note that NlV% are full TDs. Hence, by
Leama l,D logically
inplies d as a TD (tl,t2,t3)/t4
if and only if chasing tl,t2,t3
under D causes the
generation of t4. By Lenma 3, we know that a successful chase sequence could produce t4 in one
By Lemma2, X w-> Y can be inferred from D
step.
using the rules W2, W3, W4.

Lfmla 3. Let H be a tableau consisting of distinct
strings t1,t2,tj.
Let D be a set of TDs corresponding to a set of
MQ..
Let t4 be a string generated in cne step by
chasing H under D. Let H' = h,,t,,t,,t,l.
Then
chasing H' under D yields H', i.e., no new strings
can be obtained from H' by using 2ny of ths TDs in
D. Hence H' is the chase of H under D.

Let d S D be a VMVDgenerating t4. From
Rroof.
Remark 1, we know that there exists an ordering
such that H has
t. ,t. ,t. of the tuples tl,t2,t3
3

12

the following

format:
Y

2

t. :
I1

x

Y

z

t. :

x

Y

2'

x

y'

2

t. :

Applications of WeakMva
Nesting.
The ccncept of nesting is a useful notion in the
Nesting
study of non-first-normal-form
relations.
on a single attribute was first studied in IJSI r?nd
was generalized in BPI and in [Tl. While Jaeschke
ad Scheck looked at the problem of having two NIBI
operations
commute, they did not consider this
problem for three or more NESTS [JSI.. We give a
solution below.
4.1

x

I2

4.

I3

l3

Where X=[Al tl [Al=tz [Al=t3 IA1 1
Y=iAitil[Al=ti
[All-X

Definition
2.
Let U be a set of objects
u. In this paper an object
dinary attribute or a nested
&t@#XCUandY=U-X
N!ZSTx(U,r)=(Ux,rx)
where Ux is a set of objects,
Thus the set of objects X is
gle object x.
rx= ltltbare exists a tuple
t[Yl=u md t[Xl=!v[Xl(vSr

2

2 = IAltil[Al=ti

b1 1 - X
3

From the definition
of X,Y,Z it follows that y and
y' disagree on each attribute
in Y. The sams holds
for z and z' over 2. Also X,Y,Z are clearly pairwise disjoint
and nonempty (tl,t2,t3
are distinct
Furthermre, MZ = U, else no PMVDcould
strings).
be applied to H.
Since d is applicable to H and d is a W@JD,d
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and r a relation over
will either be an orset of attributes.

equal to (U-X) x.
replaced by a new sinu f? II,(r)
such that
and v[Yl=ull.

Exmole
Consider the relation
(U=[PIP#,CBILCNME,CHILWGE],r) in Figure 1.
lEElP# 1 CSILLNAME1 UiILwGE( leilP# ~U3ILDINFU
(2510 1 RALFH 1
10 1 (2510 II@U'H,lO),/
145101
SAM
1
1 (BGLH,25)1
15 II
lGT(
GAIL
I
3 1 14910 (~c3v4, 151,
/=I
BEI"
1
I MNN, 1713
25 I IIiF)
ANN
1
17 1 13614 1 I ~GRIL,3)1
Figure 1
Figure2

/
1
1
I
1

NestlCBIID??ME, CBI~GE~("'r)=
(fEMP#,CEILUINFOI,r') shown in figure 2.'
Weak nultivalued
dependencies were introduced by
Jaeschke and Scheck in order to characterize when
two NEST oparaticos on different
single attribute
muld commte [JSl. Thomasextended this result to
nesting on arbitrary objects [Tl.
Their findings
aresmmarized in the followinglenma.

NESTy(NESTZ(r))~~z(NESTy(r))

& can generalize this lemm to deal with nesting
on mre than two sets of objects.
We first prove
tha following lenaL%
Lenma 5.
Let U be a set of objects (som? of which
nested sets of attributes)
and r a relation
Let Yl, . . . Yu be pairwise disjoint subsets
U W-3).
If for my l<i<j_ol,(U-YiYj)x>
Yi holds in
then for my liCj$,
i#k md j#k
(Uk-YiYj) -w-> Yi holds in (Uk,rk) where

may be
over U.
of
(U,r)

"k = XYl . . . Yk-lTkYk+l . . . Yn
rk'NESTy (r)
k
Proof.
bame the given W4ib tild in r and &fine
x="-YIY* . . . Yn. Ws have to prove that for i,j,k
distinct,
Wk-YiYj) w-> Yi holds in rk. This is
equivalent to proving that the following template
dependency holds in rk

. . . Yn

‘k+l

l

”

Yi

***

Yk+l

l

a*

Yj’

l

**

Yn

‘k

Yk+l

l

**

Yj

l

*’

Yn

‘k

Yk+l

l

*’

Yj’

‘**

Yl . . . Yi

. . . Ykwl

X

Yl

l

Yi

l

*’

Yk-1

‘k

X

Yl

.*.

Yi

l

*a

Yk-1

‘k

X

Yl

**’

Yi’

***

Yk-1

X

Yl

l

Yi’

‘*’

Yk-1

.*

‘*

Yk Yk+l

3

Yn

Yn

Since(U-YiYj)-w->
Yi holds in r we know that for
each yk S Sk, r contains the tuple x yl . . . yi'...
ykwl yk yk+l . . . yj' . . . yn. Hence, by the definition of NESTrk contains the supertuple
x yi . . . yi' . . . ykel S yk+l . . . yj' . . . y,, where
s CSk. We have to prove that S=Sk (note that
Sk #@by the definition
of NEST).
Suppose y e S and let yk e Sk. Then the following
tuples belong to r
X

Lemlla 4 [JS,Tl.
Let U be a set of objects and r a relation over U.
Let X,Y,Z ba subsets of U such that Z=U-XY.
X-w->Yholdsinr
if and only if

. . . Y.

x

Yl

l

.*

Yi’

0”

”

Yi’

0..

Yi’

l

X

Y1

l

X

Yl

‘**

Yk-1

a*

Y

Yk+l

Yk-1

Yk

Yk+l

Yk-1

Yk

!?k+l

0.0

Y-j’

.‘.

“’

Yj’

l

‘*’

Yj

“’

Yn

”

Yn

Yn

Since (U-YkYj) art-> Yk holds in r, r also ccntains
the tuple x yl . . . yi' . . . yk-1 y yk+l . . . yj . . .
yu. Hence, by the definition
of NEST, y e Sk.
Theorem 3. Let" be a setof attributes
a relation over 0. Let Y1,Y2,...,Yn be
pairwise disjoint subsets of U. Let Ni
NESTy . The WMVRS(U-YiYj) V-> Yi all
i

andr
nonenpty
abbreviate
hold in r

for lii<j+
if md only if for my permutation
in of the integers 1,2,...n,
il,i2,...
N1(N2(...(Nn(r:))...))=
N. (Ni2(...(Ni
3

(r)...)).
n

For the "if" part consider permutations
Broof.
which are identical except the first two nests are
m Yi ad Yj in cne permutation, Yj and Yi in the
other. By unrfesting [Tl w obtain
= Nj(Ni(r)).
Ni(Nj(r))
Theresultthen
comes fromLemna 4. Since znypermutation may be generated by a seguence of adjacent

pair interchanges, to verify ths "cnly if" part it
is sufficient
to show that for any pemtation
il,i2,...in
of 1,2,...,n
md any l<k<n.
N.11

(Ni2 (--*Ni

k

(N(...(Ni
(r))...))...))=
ik+l
n

N. (N. (...N.
5
i2
'k+l

'Nik (

. ..(Ni

n

(rl.))...))...))

From Lenma 5, it follows that the m
WI-Y. Y.
) -w-> Y. holds in
'k ik+l
'k
N.
‘k+2

(...(Ni

n

where U* is the set of objects obtained after nesting on Yin' Yi n-lI***'Yik+2
and r* is the respective instm-q.
Thenby-4,
N. (N.
‘k
‘k+l

(U* ,r* PN.
‘k+l

rived equality

follows

(Nik (U*,r*).

The de-

inmediately.

4.2

Decompositions.
Horizontal deccmpositions were proposed in [AD]
and.[Fl as a way of breaking a relaticn into smaller relations where nore desirable properties might
hold locally even though they did not hold globalcn &o-way hrrizcntal~
ly. Morerecentmrk
ositicns is given in 1~~1and [PDI. h&zreview and
characterize certain two-way brizontal
decompositicns in Section 5 below. ‘Wediscuss here a horizontal decomposition obtained by nesting.
Let Y1,Y2,..., Yn be disjoint sets of attributes
and XV-YlY2...Yn.
If cne performs nest operations
cn a relation r cn all of the Yi's, one will obtain
the%llowing
structure:
X
Y1 Y2 . . . Yn
t 1:
t2:

x1
x2

Sll S12 . . .
S21 s22 . . .

Of the S&S Sij may turn out to &
However, no information is lost since
the sfmaure
could be unnested back to ~RF (cf.
LJS,B,TI).
Clearly each s
ij' whatever its size,
associates a nofmpty set of Yj-values with the
X-value xi.
Fwthmre,
each super-tuple ti can
represent those tuples in the original
relation r.
which cm be obtained by mesting
ti.
Thus r can
be partitioned
borixcntally
into
stielations
In general, this decoapositicn may
bs as ccmiplex as r itself.
when the conditions of Theorem 3 hold, bver,
the above scheme becomss nme useful.
First, the
sets Sij .a
unique (Le.,
independent of the
ordering of nesting).
Second, the number k tends
to bt?mns smaller.
Third, each subrelation ri can
be vertically
decomposedfurther via the scheme
This local
05,~,,...,
Xy,) in lossless fashion.
join dependency UD) arises from the nesting
process since the choiceoftheridepends
upon the
relation
(instance) r. Although the same 1ocalJD
holds for each of the ri's,
information naJst be
kept as to which ri produced which subrelations.
The same JD clearly
does not hold for all of r
since the xi's are not necessarily distinct.
rlrr2’

UJ,r))..))=(KJ*,r*)

(N +c+3

in&d, -Y
singletons.

'ln
S&

tk :
Sk2 . . . Sh
‘k
'kl
where S.. is a set of tuples over Y.. In general,
13
the n&r
k of "super-tuples"
ard 'th, comition
of the S..l s will depend upon the order of nesting:
13

l

l

l

?rkW

4.3 Query Processing.
It is well bown thatasubclass
of therelaticnal gueries, the so-called tree queries, car be
processed efficiently.
The problem of transforming
cyclic queries into tree queries has been studied
Goodnm and Shmueli use techigues
in rGsJY1.
such as attribute
deleticn and addition.
Kambayer
shi znd Yoshikawa employ FDs, MVB and their
version of degenerate Mvlls to establish the transformation. MlVDscanbeaddedtotheabovedependencies in a natural way.
The class of queries Xambayashi and Yoshikawa consider are the so-called
natural
queries rKy1.
These queries (9) have the form IIT (Rl,rl)lXl
...
1,
where
T,
Rl,
.
.
.
.
Rn
are
subsets
of
D,
1x1(Rncn
over Ri.
T is
and for l<i<n
ri is a relation
-w wmme the ri's reside at
called the target.
different
sites of a distributed
database system*
x;(Q#f$
associated with
The &=rhVpersrwh
q is defined as follows

dr=U
ei=LRi

4.4 Addition of Attributes.
Sciore has considered the problem of improving
database design by adding attributes
[Sl. Adding
an attribute when a nested schema as in 4.1, 4.2
above is obtained may be useful.
This attribute A
would essentially
be a "super-tuple i.d." In this
case, the MVDXA ->-> Y wuld hold globally and the
single vertical
dacompxition
(XAY,XAZ) would be
possible.
This attribute cm~ have a natural meaning in soms cases: e.g., in a student, course,
teacher database, A could have the meaning "section
number".

tbs set of all attributes
Ii=1 ,...,nl
the set of relaticnschemas

fnq
is acyclic
A natural query q is a tree query if
(cf. [BEIN) otherwise it is called cqyclic.
The
main objective in [KY) was to illustrate
tow dependencies could be used to transform a cyclic query
into a tree query.
As an example, consider the
following cyclic query
q=((RlzABD,rl)IXI(R2=BCD,r2)IXI(R3=ACD,r3))
and
its query-hypergraph

5.

Suppose the MVDII ->-> A holds in (Rl, rl).
then decompose (RI, rl) into (Rll = AD, rll)
(R12 = BD, r12). Thenqbecomss

Degenerate Multivalued Dependencies.
We wish to compare weak MVDs with "degenerate"
MI@, which appear in (ADI wd [SDPFI. A different
form of "degenerate" MVDwas recently given in [KY]
and is also analyzed.
Definition
3. A degenerate MVD
(INID), written
X -d-> Y, is satisfied by a relation r if and only
if for 2ny pair t, t' of tuples of r, if t[Xl =
t'[XJ, then either t[Yl = t'[Yl or t[Zl = t'[Zl,
where 2 = U-XY as before.
Remark 3.
[AD,JS). The four notions, X --> Y,
X -6> Y, X ->-> Y, X w-> Y, become successively
and strictly
weaker, i.e., easier to satisfy,
as
one progresses from FDS to WVDa.
The "degenerate" MVD given in [KY1 is defined
as follows:
X -ky-> Y holds in r if and only if r tin be partitioned horizontally
in&~ two relations,
rl and r2
such that the FD X -> Y iolds in rl and the FD
X --> 2 holds in r2, where 2 = U-XY.
If r satisfies
X -6> Y, then r satisli&i&k'~.
fies X -ky-> Y. The converse does not hold. Furthernore, the notion given in [KY1 is incomparable
with either ordinary or weak MVDs.
Pr&&. If X -d-> Y, then all tuples of r with a
comxn X-value must satisfy either X --> Y or
X --> 2. The relation consisting of the first four
rows of rex in Section 2 satisfies X ->-> Y but not
X -ky-> Y. The relation consisting of the first
three rows of reX satisfies X -ky-> Y but not
x-w->Y.

& cm
ad

((Rll,rll)lXl
(R12,r12)IXI (R2,r2)(XI (R3,r3))
and the query-hypergraphbecomes

This hypergraph is acyclic so q can be waluSuppose however that instead of
ated efficiently.
the MVD D ->-> A, the WMVDD -w-> A holds in
Straight vertical
decomposition is not
(Rl,rl).
However we can employ Theorem 1.4.
possible.
Since D u-> A holds in rl, we can decovse
it
into a set of subrelations s11,s12,...s In , where
D ->-> A holds in each sli.
We could then perform
the same analysis
as above on each subrelation
(R,,s,~) to produce

Thus q has been transformed
tree queries.

into

a lnion

of
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In terms of the approach of Beeri and Vardi [BVI,
TMVDsare equality-generating
dependencies (as are
FE%), while m
are tuple-generating
dependencies
(as are MVDs). The [KY] "dependency" is mxe
complex end is really a global property of relations.
Its characterization
is negative in character as we see next.

x

Y

2

X

yo
yo
.
.

5
=2

X
S1:

.
X

Theorem 4. Let U, X, Y, 2 and r be as in Theorem
1. Then X -ky-> Y fails to hold in r if and only
if r contains
a subrelation
r' of one of the
following forms:
with
lLpe I* r' consists of three tuples tl,t2,t3
yx1 = t2 [Xl = t3 tx1:
a.
tl[Yl,
t2[Yl, t3LYl are all distinct:
b.
tl[Z],
t2[Zl, t3[Zl are all distinct.
C.
r' consists
of four distinct
tuples
Type II.
tl,t2,t3,t4
with
a.
tl[Xl = t2[Xl = t3[Xl = t4[Xl;
tl[Yl = t,[Yl f t3El = t4N.
b.
r' consists of four distinct
tuples
Type III.
tl,t2,t3,t4
with
a.
tl[Xl = t2[xl = t3Lxl = t41x1;
b.
t11z1 = t2[z1 # t3[zl = taDI.

X
X

s2:

yo

zm

y1
y2
.

2.
'20

.
X

yn

'0

X
Y
2
z1,z2,...,zm
are distinct,
as are
Wz
leave
it
to
the
reader
to
YlPY2'.'.'Yn*
complete the proof by applying the fact that
s1Us2UItlviolatesX-Iry->YtD~~cases:
m=n=l; nSl=n; ml+;
n31 and n>l.
t:

Clearly

6. Mixed Systems involving NYVDs.
In the previous section we showed that a system
of INVD.5 is not very powerful in the sense that
"essentially
different"
IHVDs crmnot be generated
indirectly
from a giwn set of I@lVRa. This situation change.s,b~~ver,when
bothm
and&
are
present. h?apresent two mixed inference rules, one
of which suggests a form of transitivity.
We ccnjecture that the inference rules for WMVDs(Wl
through W4), for MVDsas in [Bl md the mixed rules
below form a complete axiomatization for systems of
MVDsand hMVUs, but we have not yet proven this.
If x ->-> Y, then x x> Y.
$@ll. Gsneralization.
Let W,X,Y,Z be disjoint
WN2. Weak transitivity.
subsets of U such that U =WXYZ. If XWx> Y,
XY w-> z, xz ->-> Y, then x w-> z.

Proof. The "if" part is straightforward.
The "only if" part proceeds by observing that if
X -ky-> Y is not satisfied
by r, there rmst be a
particular
X-value for which it fails,
i.e., it is
for some x. There
not satisfied
by s' = q%(r)
Nst be a maximal subrelaticn s of s' for which the
property still
holds via subrelations sl, s2. The
ccnclusion follows by analysis of sl, s2, and any
tuple in s'-s where sl satisfies
X --> Y and s2
satisfies X --> Z.
Let t be any tuple of s'-s.
Then wa have the following formats for sl, s2 2nd t:
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WM2 is a somewhat unnatural
axiom, but is
strictly
stronger than the nore natural mixedtransitivity
principle:
X ->-> Y and Y w-> 2
implies X x> 2. In WY2, it is necessary that the
third condition be m ordinary MVD. ti the other
hand, if all three conditions of W+l2are MVDs, the
consequent is still
only a W+lVD. Note that it is
false that X w-> Y and Y ->-> '2 implies X w-> 2.
Ws also note that m
do not interact in a special way with FDs. This follows from a result in
rsu21.
Ike open problems are:
and
1. Prove completeness of the system for m
MVDs (or find the right axiom system, if necessary).
2. See if there is an tnalgous concept of a "weak
join dependency" (WJD). Conpare this to the conditions in Theorem 2. See if the notion of acyclicity has an analogue for WJDs.
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